
Whose Been Working on the Railroad?
A Look at the Coins from Northern Pacific Railroad 

Chinese Labor Camps in Idaho and Montana

Thousands of Overseas Chinese laborers helped construct the Northern Pacific Railroad through western Montana and 

Northern Idaho in 1881-1883. Segregated from white workers in separate Chinese Labor Camps, the Chinese  left behind a 

rich archaeological record of their brief stays as they worked along ‘the front’.  Left behind at many of their camps are coins 

minted in China, Vietnam and Japan. Non monetary uses of these coins as elements in traditional after-work recreation, 

particularly in gaming. The coin assemblages recovered from these sites are compared with other assemblages from 

Overseas Chinese sites and represent a significant contribution to the numismatic archaeology of the Chinese in America. 
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Gary J. Weisz – Sandpoint, Idaho 

http://chineseworkers.blogspot.com/
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… thousands of Chinese laborers
I.G. Davidson Photo No. 99. “Big Grade Above Herron Rapids, Montana.” 

Courtesy Oregon Historical Society, Portland.



Photo: Clark Fork River Valley 

looking west, March 24, 1999.

An early Northern Pacific construction camp was located here, on the large flat, a short 

distance downriver from the junction of the Flathead and Clark Fork Rivers. This camp 

according to historical records was referred to as “Last Chance”, which not surprisingly 

got its name from its location, supposedly being the last place that alcohol could be 

legally purchased before crossing the western boundary of the Flathead Indian 

Reservation where liquor sales were prohibited by law.

24SA0596

Last Chance 

Railroad Camp

… mostly from Guângdöng Province

Coin minted in Vietnam during the reign of Emperor Gia Long, 1802-1820. Vietnamese coins 

have a large amount of zinc in the alloy and deteriorate rapidly if left exposed to the elements 

of nature. This particular example from Last Chance is exceptionally well preserved.



Chinese wen Vietnamese dong              Japanese mon

(Drawing by K. Dougall) 

Illustration of three of 322 Asian coins recovered from 

Los Angeles Chinatown; 280 were Vietnamese, 41 

Chinese and 1 Japanese (Greenwood 1996:98-99).

According to Greenwood (1996:101) “These coins are 

known to have circulated in Chinese port cities in the 

second half of the nineteenth century…”.

From Yema-po Exhibit, C.E. Smith 

Museum Exhibition, California State 

University East Bay.
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Taklamakan – 24SA0598
Artifact Assemblage from a Northern Pacific Railroad Chinese Labor Camp in Montana. 

Taklamakan Chinese Labor Camp. 

Coins



Hard Work
The tools of daily railroad work.

Picks, mule shoes, horseshoes, shovels, beef bones, and broken 

“champagne” (wine) style bottles can be seen either on the beach or in 

the water. Twin Creek Chinese Labor Camp  10BR###.

The discarded iron pick-axe shows the abuse railroad construction 

tools were often subject to. This pick was found on the north side of 

the tracks at the first rock-cut directly west of Cabinet, Idaho. The 

shovel blade, found on the old railroad right-of-way directly across the 

Clark Fork River from River Delta Resort, is stamped: CAST STEEL, 

E.W. MOORE, PAT. SEPT. 24, 1876. 

Cut into the mattock is a Chinese character  believed 

to be the surname Feng. Feng = Abundant; plentiful, 

Great, Fine-looking; handsome. The Pinyin Chinese-

English, Dictionary, 1979. p. 202.

Cabinet Landing Site



Cabinet Landing
Just east of Cabinet Landing is a six hundred foot long rock-cut completed in 1882. The 

Chinese were often assigned to dangerous work such as blasting rock.

I.G. Davidson photograph. Courtesy Oregon Historical Society, Portland.



After work recreation
The artifacts of evening gaming include coins 

used as fan tan markers.

Top half from a Chinese opium pipe bowl, base 

from a “Bamboo” pattern rice bowl, base to a 

“champagne” style bottle with the typical high 

“kick-up”. Fragments of Chinese brown glazed 

earthenware, fragments of “Bamboo” pattern 

rice bowls, six Chinese coins (wen), one 

Vietnamese coin (dong). All from the small 

island at Noxon, Montana. 24SA0592

Bamboo tallies or “bamboo money” was used in gambling . 

Wood tallies were used in a dice game called Chong Un Ch’au. 

Wood does not survive the elements like brass or zinc coins.

dong wen



After work recreation

Perma Bridge Railroad Site Chinese Camp –

25SA0599

Coins, buttons and black-and-white glass markers were used as fan tan game counters. Note: one 

disc is stamped with Chinese characters possibly indicating a piece of higher value.



Last Chance Railroad Camp - 24SA0596 - unusual finds
Chinese wen minted during the reign of Emperor Shùnzhi 1644-

1661. This coin was minted at the Linqing mint in Shandong 

Province between1660 and 1661.

Japanese coins, an unusual find in a Chinese railroad camp of 

1882-1883. These are two different types of mon recovered 

together from a former tent platform. These date to the Kan’ei 

(1624-1643) emperor, but were minted long after his death.

1626-1667

1626-1667

1668-1768
1668-1768

1668-1768



Coins from 

West Noxon 

and 

Submerged 

Noxon. 

24SA0591 

and 

24SA0592.

What’s this?



Kāngxī wen from 24SA0592,  

Submerged Noxon Chinese 

Railroad Labor Camp, Montana.

Obv: Kang Xi Tong Bao

Rev: Wu Chang 

Hubei Province Wuchang mint

Minted:

1667-1670

https://www.etsy.com/listing/87867009/chinese-coin-necklace-mens-unisex
https://www.etsy.com/listing/87867009/chinese-coin-necklace-mens-unisex


A work in progress: distribution of Asian coins in American archaeological 

sites.

The ID and MT railroad camps



Coins from Duke’s Island, Middleton Slough. 1874 Half Dollar, 1853 Half Dime and various Chinese coins.



Photos: April 29, 1995.

Chinese camped here near eastbound 

railroad Signal 988. 10BR546 (UI-BC-12-

07) - Denton Slough Signal 988 Chinese 

Labor Camp.



. 

10BR546 (UI-BC-12-07). Denton Slough Signal 988 Chinese Labor Camp.

Chinese coins and

1870 Canadian 5 cents

and  three U.S. Seated Liberty Dimes 

(dated 1873, 1877s, and 1877cc)

Canada



Photo: April 27, 2001

Gary has been working on the railroad

Unknown maker, Sitka Tlingit Moose hide, Chinese coins, sinew, wood, 

30 1/3 x 21 1/4 in. (77 x 54 cm). Collected by George T. Emmons in 

1894. American Museum of Natural History E/454.

Topic for another presentation?

Original logo

Northern Pacific is now part of the 

Burlington Northern Santa Fe (BNSF)


